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| ABSTRACTS
APRIL-JUNE 2002

Policy Research Working Paper Series: Instructions for Submission

1. Prepare a 250-300 word abstract. The abstract should set out the main questions addressed in the paper and the
key findings, putting them (if appropriate) in the context of the relevant literature. For empirical papers, briefly
describe the data, including such details as the period covered, the countries or country groups included, the size of the
sample, and the type of survey, as appropriate. The abstract will be published as submitted. To ensure maximum
impact for your work, consult existing working paper abstracts and test your abstract by asking a colleague who is not
familiar with the paper to read it before submission.

2. Obtain cl2rinrnre memoranda You .,i!! need tw-o ypes of clearance memoranda.

* Clearance fror your manager. A note from your manager requesting that tne paper be included in the Policy
Research Working Paper Series.

* Non-Objection clearance for countries or regions discussed in the paper. If the paper deals with specific
countries, the author must obtain clearance on a non-objection basis from the relevant country director(s). For
papers that deal with several countries within a single region or across regions, Regional Chief Economists provide the
clearance memoranda. The memoranda need not endorse the findings. It may simply state that the director (or regional
chief economist) does not obiect to the Daner aDDearinz in the workina naDer series.

3. Submit the abstract and paper, dataset (if any), anA --arance a.emoranda to Boris Pleskovic AdmA ntstrator,

Research Advisory Staff (DECRA). The submission can take the form of an email to Boris Pleskovic. Attach the
abstract and paper as a single Word document, and any associated daraset as a separate file (Excel or other widely used
data format), along with the clearance memoranda. Then print the mail as a cover note and submit it to DECRA along
with a camera-ready original (a print out of your paper, exactly as you wish it to appear in print), one photocopy, and
the electronic file(s).

DECRA staff screen each paper, may recommend changes in the paper to the submitting author, and advise the
submitting manager and author whether the paper has been accepted for publication in the series. DECRA does not
edit or revie the pnaner The author receives a mavimium of 100 printed copies of the paper. The paper is released on

the Web and printed within approximately a month of its acceptance in the series.

Questions regarding the Policy Research Working Paper Series can be directed to Evelyn Alfaro-Bloch (ext. 33984).

The Policy Research Working Paper Series disseminates the findings of work in progress to encourage the exchange of ideas about
development issues. An objective of the series is to get the findings out quickly, even if the presentations are less than fully polished. The
papers carry the names of the authors and should be cited accordingly. The findings, interpretations, and conclusions expressed in this
paiper are entirely those of the authors. They do not necessarily represent the view of the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the

countries they represent.

Produced by the Research Advisory Staff
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2803. Determinants of 2804. Liberalizing Trade In 2805. To Spray or Not to Spray?
Agricultural Growth in Agriculture: Developing Pesticides, Banana Exports, and
Indonesia, the Philippines, Countries in Asia and the Food Safety
and Thailand Post-Dohfa A [enda

John S. Wilson and Tsunehiro Otsuki
Yair Mundiak, Donald F. Larson, JohL S. Wilson (March 2002)

and Rita Butzer (March 2002)
(Y O 2002) How governments regulate food safety

Wilson provides an overview and data and environmental protection, including

The introduction of new high-yielding relevant to the interests of developing pesticide residue levels, has important
varieties of cereals in the 1960s, know as countries as they engage in continuing implications for trade. The World Trade

the green revolution, changed dramati- agricultural trade negotiations set forth Organization (WTO) Ministerial held in
cally the food supply in Asia as well as in in the World Trade Organization Mvinis- Doha, Qatar in Novemlsber 2001 incl-uded
other countries. Mundlak, Larson, and terial held in Doha, Qatar in November statements on standards and their impact

Butzer examine.over an e~wended period 2001.0 He manmines eniintrv nerformancep nnmarketaeceaafordeveloningcountries.
Butzer examine over an exienueu periuu ----------- -- '.--- ---- - - --

the growth consequences for agriculture in agricultural trade, income levels, and These issues will continue to be important
i Indonesia, thea Philippines, and Thai population characteristics, with a focus on in trade policy dialogues. It is assumed-
land. Despite geographic proximity, simi- developing country members of the Asian and evidence from recent analysis con-
lar climate, and other shared character- Development Bank. firms-that food safety standards can af-
istics, gains in productivity and income TFhe author concludes that trends in fect the ability of agricultural producers
differed significantly among the countries, agricultural trade in the past 10 years are to meet regulatory standards set by im-
The authors quantify these differences qULC *te h o u a.ss dveloi p11 contries , ICo. Ots .1cm. ex=

and examine their determinants. regions. Shares of agriculture in GDP plore a fundamental question in food
M-undl Larson… J ad -Bte fn _a. are still high in the East Asia and Pacific safety and environmental standards: Do

the new technology changed the returns and South Asia regions. Moreover, data regulations on pesticide have an effect on
to fertiUizers, irrigated land, and capital. indicate that trade reform in export trade?
all of which proved scarce to varying de- partners, particularly OECD countries, The authors examine regulatory data
grees. Complementing technology-related will affect a significant share of the from 11 OECD importing countries and
changes in factor use were investments- popuiation in these developing countries, trade data from i9 exporting countries.
public and private-driven in part by resulting in rural poverty alleviation. The results suggest that a 10 percent in-
policy. The authors find that factor accu- rad libr a'iz aton is expected to benefit c^rease ;n' re61story str:ngeency-tgbt-

mulation played an important role in out- net exporter countries, particularly those restrictions on the pesticide chlorpyrifos-
ut rowth an-d that accumulations from that are highly open to trade. What is leads to a decrease in banana imports by

policy-driven investments in human capi- also important, but often neglected, is 14.8 percent. This represents a significant
tal and nublic infrastructure were imDor- a country's pattern of specialization impact on trade and affect prospects of
tant sources of productivity gains. They between domestic supply and exports. developing countries who continue to rely
conclude that policies that ease con- The impact of trade reform through on exports of agricultural commodities,
straints on factor markets and promote tne wTiO negotiations, parxculariy such as bananas. Jne iiiiusiigS also sug-

public investment in people and infra- reforms undertaken in exporting gest that the lack of consensus on inter-
structure provide the best opportunities partners ca-n terefore have ir.portant -atin-al--n-- n---n-- -- nA --- .rinntnn l

for agricultural growth. implications in the post-Doha develop- regulations on pesticides is costly. For
Tis pape.--a product of Rural Devel- ment agenda. example, the authors estimate that if the

opment, Development Research Group- This paper-a product of Trade, Devel- world were to adopt a standard at a level
is part of a larger effort in the group to opment Research Group-is part of a of regulatory stringency suggested by

understand appropriate policies that pro- larger effort in the group to explore the Codex (the body charged with setting glo-

mote rural development. The study was link between standards, development, and bal standards in this area), in contrast
funded by the Bank's Research Support Traue. Ciopies Ui tLe paper are avaialuie WILLtS U.ait-i eYeIeI l.U -u

Budget under the research project "Dyna- free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street ropean Union, there would be a US$5.3

mism of Rurai Sector Development" (RPO NW Washingon, DC 2AS. Plese eon- billion loss in world emrts
683-06). Copies of this paper are available tact Paulina Flewitt, room MC3-333, tele- This paper-a product of Trade, Devel-
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street phone 202-473-2724, fax 202-522-1159, opment Research Group-is part of a

NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con- email address pflewitt@worldbank.org. larger effort in the group to examine the

tact Pauline Kokila, room MC3-604, tele- Policy Research Working Papers are also link between trade, regulation, and devel-
phone 202-473-3716, fax 202-522-1151, posted on the Web at httpJ/iecon. opment. Copies ofthe paper are available

email address pkokila@worldbank.org. worldbank.org. The author may be con- free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
- -3 L .1.__-___r_.__.3L104)_ Inn UTE T 4 l'O 'AAQQ DI ----

Policy Research Working Papers are also wicwSU atkjSW"0UsonWULIUVaV&.Uira. (22 .X TV, TV UaCALLIr'W, JJ>o 1xU--U. =av oI

posted on the Web at http://econ. pages) tact Paulina Flewitt, room MC3-333, tele-
woridbank.org. Tne authors may be cor.- nhone 202-473-2724. fax 202-522-1159,
tacted at mundlak@agri.hWji.ac.il, dlarson email address pflewitt@worldbank.org.
@worldbank.org, or. ,.hrrbzhlmich.edull Policy Research Working Papers are also

(74 pages) posted on the Web at http://econ.
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worldbank.org. The authors may be con- email address pflewitt@worldbank.org. Increasing rent taxation should be rela-
tacted at jswiisonuworidbank.org or Policy Research Working Papers are also tively straightf'orward since the system
totsuki/worldbank.org. (28 pages) posted on the Web at httplJ/econ. already exists. What mainly needs to be

w,orldb .norg. Thl 8U . %'or ma e o- done . to dif- eu e __ 'L ee orel*1', ~~V~.fl mu Jvu '.ULI U10 IOA U. i1V"1CJ.IW`V Ld1VI AV15 LA 1Ci1LIV.A

tacted atjswilson@worldbank.org, totsuki objective rent-generating conditions by
2806. Dirtv ExDorts and /worldbank.org. or msewadeh withdrawingthe rent and imnosinb higher
Environmentail Regulation: @worldbank.org. (33 pages) taxes on profitable resource deposits.
Do Standards Matter to Trade? A seemingly desirable instrument-true

differentiation of rental payments-does
John S. Wilson, Tsunehiro Otsuki, 2807. The Role of Natural not exist in Russia despite legislative
and Mirvat Sewadeh Resources in Fundamental provisions that it should. Several natural
(March 2002) Tax Reform in the Russian resource taxes are specific taxes (set per

Federation volu.me), regar'ifless of 110-. mka. -tC pr-
How to address the link between environ- or production cost. Such taxes favor prof-
mental regulation and trade was an im- Benoit Bosquet itable deposits and penalize marginal
portant part of discussions at the World (March 2002) ones.
Trade Organization Ministerial in Doha, The author's study should be given se-
Qatar in November 2001. Trade ministers The Russian Federation has one of the rious consideration in the renewed debate
agreed to launch negotiations on trade and richest natural resource endowments in on tax reform and in the context of
the enviroLnment, specfically clarificiuon the world. Despite wbeir importance in the Russia's sTructural reform program. it is
of WTO rules. Russian economy, natural resources do in fine with the proposals of the new gov-

Wilsnn ,tsilcki and epwadeh addresR nnt cnntTrihiit as miuch as thev cuild ton arnma+l economicstrategy particlar-ly

an important part of the background con- public revenues. Large resource rents (ex- with boosting the share of natural
text for deciding whether or how to link cess payments, or above-normal profits resources in generating revenue and
trade agreements to the environment from generated by natural resources in scarce reducing income tax rates. The extra
a developing country perspective. The supply) are dissipated through subsidies advantage to rent taxation and revenue
authors ask whether environmental regu- and wastage, or appropriated by private recycling is that it would allow the govern-
lations affect exports of pollution-inten- interests. Failure to tax this rent means ment to lower the tax burden without
sive o a_ J:rtjJ' goods ,n OA co-.ieb-4'-- es r_ 4.1.... &--- ust be eied elsewher e --- fean - w a b uge dfiit

tween 1994 and 1998. Based on a capital and labor) to sustain revenues, This paper-a product of the Poverty
Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek (HOV) model. thereby depressing investment and em- Redt-iutinn and ERonomnie Manaem-ent
net exports in five pollution-intensive in- ployment, or that potential revenues are Sector Unit, Europe and Central Asia
dustries are regressed on factor endow- foregone. Failure to reinvest rent means Region-is part of a larger effort in the
ments and measures of environmental that Russia perpetuates the tradition of Bank to understand the quality of fiscal
standards (legislation in force). The re- exporting low value-added raw materials adjustment in Central and Eastern Eu-
sults suggest that, if country heterogene- and excessive capitai outflows, and re- rope. Copies of-the paper are available free
ity such as enforcement of environmental tards its transition to sustainable eco- from the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,
reg 5 lalation is wAIhIolled for, moreI stn0in nomiJc developmV.ent. YasU5.USn, DC 2043a. Please -------

gent environmental standards imply Bosquet provides estimates ofthe aver- Doreen Duff, mail stop H4-407, telephone
lower net exports of metal mining. nonfer- age and total current rent on crude oil, 202-473-9506. fax 202-522-2754. email
rous metals, iron, and steel and chemicals. natural gas, and round wood in Russia. address dduffllworldbank.org. Policy Re-
The authors find that a trade agreement The sum of appropriated rent on oil and search Working Papers are also posted on
on a common environmental gas was estimated at US$9 billion in 1999 the Web athttp://econ.worldbankorg. The
standard will cost a non-OECD country (in excess of$15 billion in 2000), or about author may be contacted at bbosquet
substantially more than an OECD coun- 18 percent of consolidated tax revenues. @woridbank.org. (66 pages)
try. Developing countries will, on average, The appropriated rent on round wood was
reue ,oty, of0 th . . five poslluion - AO,-.+- A1A. T1 &Jt01_1 1nJ. fMlOlh11-

intensive products by 0.37 percent ofGNP. A more appropriate natural resource 2808. A Capital Accord
This represents 11 percent of annual taxation system would enhance the fiscal for Emeraina Economies?
exports of these products from the 24 role ofnatural resources as well as create
studied countries. better incentives for resource conservation Andrew Powell

This paper-a product of 'rade, Devel- and environmental protection. Two con- (March 2002)
opment Research Group-is part of a ditions further reinforce the appeal ofsuch
larger effort in tne group to explore the a reform. First, tne state stili owns most hne Basei i98s uapitai Accord is arguably
link between standards, development, and of the natural resources, which theoreti- the most successful of all recent financial
trade. opies of the paper are available cally facilita+g cha;.nge in esourCe prc- "sta -Ad.Ads"4l+f,o it-.. a-.e;-- £r-

free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street ing and taxation. Second, the cost of ad- internationally active banks in G10 coun-
NW. Washington. DC 20433. Please con- justing the tax system is relatively low at tries, more than 100 countries claim to
tact Paulina Flewitt, room MC3-333, tele- this time since Russian tax policy is un- adhere to it, and many apply the Accord
phone 202-473-2724, fax 202-522-1159, dergoing thorough reform. to all banks. Significant changes to this
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Accord are currently under discussion. 2809. On the Measurement and 2810. Growth, Distribution,
Powell reviews the currentproposais (pub- impact of Fiscal Decentra;ization and Poverty in Africa:
lished in January 2001) from the stand- Messages from the 1990s
point of ar. emrergi.ng markett. 'WAthe Ph-bert Dh.E c!adSrrYi.
addresses how implementation in G10 (March 2002) Luc Christiaensen, Lionel Demery,
countries will affect the cost of and Stefano Paternostro
capital to emerging economies. The new The typical post-Bretton Woods era devel- (March 2002)
proposals make considerable advances in opment approach that emphasized central
linking risk and regulatory capital for government-led development efforts has Christiaensen, Demery, and Paternostro
internationally active banks, especially for changed dramatically, and local govern- review recent evidence on the trends in
their corporate ioan LoWo. DUt Lle iCntLS iave clearly eumergeu as pilyers In I-UUsUehUIU Well-Ubir.g In t.i-aU UUi,. theL

corporate-calibrated internal ratings- development policy. The thinking about 1990s. They draw on the findings of a se-
based (IRB) approach leads to significant .what is important to achieve in develop- ries of studies on poverty dyivnamics that
changes in capital requirements and ment objectives is changing as fiscal de- use the better data sets now available. The
spreads for banks that lend to emerging centralization reforms are being pursued authors begin by taking a broad view of
countries. The author proposes that for by many countries around the world. In poverty, tracing changes in both income
sovereign lending, banks should develop this context, a number of studies have poverty and in other more direct measures
internal ratings according to an S&P or attempted to quantify the impact of decen- of individual welfare. Experiences have
Moody's scale, and capital charges be tralization by relating some measure of it been varied: several countries have seen
IeViedUat, thecurrfespUounig WeIgigts gIVeU LI to economUc outcor.es of fiscal stability, a sh-ap dcine in pove y, wrnIe some

by the standardized approach. Powell economic growth, and public sector size. have witnessed a marked increase. Yet, in
arg^ues that the more detailed and spreeific Rut decentralizatinn is surprisinglv diffi- the aggregate. economic growth has been
the proposals are for G10 internationally cult to measure. Nearly all cases examin- pro-poor. Nonetheless, the aggregate
active banks, the less relevant the propos- ing the relationship between decentrali- numbers also hide significant and system-
als will be for non-GlO countries that wish zation and macroeconomic performance atic distributional effects which have
to implement the new Accord for all banks. have relied on the Government Finance caused some groups to be left behind.
Indeed, many emerging countries will Statistics (UFb) ofthe International Mon- The authors draw four key conciusions:
implement the 'standardized' approach, etary Fund. However, despite its merits, * Economic policy reforms (improving
in w1n-ch case, ggiven thle limiteed uivers GFS11 AAl shr in p.oii. ---pctr .. croeco.-.o-ic -alar.cesa.^rd lber al.z,n

in WI1II.11 case, ~~~~~~~~~~iVCII LIIC IIUULCU LUII~~~~~~~~~VCIOU %-TX IIULII OIVUI L III jJIUVkIU 1r, a LULA l j9 I.V a OL,

of rated risks, little will change. Alterna- of fiscal decentralization. For some coun- markets) have been conducive to reducing
tivlv emerging couintfries will attemnt tries. however there is data that more povertv.

to implement an IRB approach, but with accurately captures fiscal responsibilities * Market connectedness is key for the
significant problems implementing and among different types of governments. poor to benefit from new opportunities
calibrating the parameters-or inappro- This paper-a product of the Economic generated by economic growth. Some
priate use of G10 calibrations. At the Policy and Poverty Reduction Division, population groups and regions, by virtue
same time, banks in emerging economies World Bank Institute-is part of a larger of their sheer remoteness, have been iert
remain the most important vehicle for effort in the institute to serve as a knowl- behind when growth picks up.
financal inter-Lediation and t,he app.-op;- edge cenrer ad as.a paner to achieve * Education n.d access to land fi-ther
ate regulation of bank capital one of the poverty reduction in developing and tran- condition the extent to which households
most important issues for financial sition countries. Copies of the paper are can benefit from economic opportunities
sectors. Powell suggests that additional available free from the World Bank, 1818 and escape poverty.
alternatives should be included or, H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. * Finally, rainfall variations and ill
failing that, the time may have come Please contact Michelle Morris, mail stop health are found to have profound effects
specifically for an Accord for emerging J4-403, telephone 202473-7285, fax 202- on poverty outcomes in Africa underscor-
economies. 67b-9810, emaii address fiscal ing the significance of sociaL protection in

This paper-a product of the Financial decentralization@worldbank.org. Policy a poverty reduction strategy.
------aw;jrsno .1-pr^,n Reeacl..rbnPaesaelsps' is Iae- A-onc of PoV.erty R~

is part ofa larger effort in the department on the Web at http:l/econ.worldbank.org. duction and Economic, Management 3,
tobstudv the impact offinancial regulation The authors may be contacted at rebel Africa Technical Families-is part of a
on economic development. Copies of the @worldbank.org or syilmaz@worldbank. larger effort to review progress in poverty
paper are available free from the World org. (26 pages) reduction in Africa. Copies ofthe paper are
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC available free from the World Bank, 1818
20433. Please contact Elena Mekhova, H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
room MC9-622, telephone 202-458-5984, Please contact Nadege Nouviale, room J7-
fax 202-522-2031, email address 269, telephone 202-473-4514, fax 202-473-
emel.iloval-N, ridbk.og. Pol4n,, - ..' A AA, amnil nddctrssaq nn RviAle

search Working Papers are also posted on @worldbank.org. Policy Research Work-
the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The ing Papers are also posted on the Web at
author may be contacted at apowell http://econ.worldbank.org. The authors
@utdt.edu. (39 pages) may be contacted at lchristiaensen
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@worldbank.org, Idemery@worldbank. Ahighlyeffective,long-lasting,inexpen- on micro-level and household actions.
org, or spaternostro0woridbank.org. sive vaccine would be ideal and. could These are risks that can be shared within
(37 pages) make a major contribution in controlling a community or extended family. These

the T.M.'/A MQ pande-c But va'0-sl-tE;e are efrect-ive for independent... 1,m,- w0LiucUk. L"Ut VCHN,AIIVO awarpr 1V%IIV~IV kU I ULUVjJLIUVIIL,

that do not attain this ideal can still be risks, but ineffective for covariate or sys-
2811. The Epidemiologacal useful. A vaccine with 50 nercent efficacy temic riskq.
Impact of an HIV/AIDS Vaccine and 10 years duration supplied to 65 per- Skees, Varangis, Larson, and Siegel
in Developing Countries cent of all adults could reduce HIV inci- focus on private and public mechanisms

dence by 25 to 60 percent, depending on for managing covariate risk for natural
John Stover, Geoff P. Garnett, Steve Seitz, the context and stage of the epidemic. disasters. When many households within
and Steven Forsythe Better efficacy and ionger duration would the same community face risks that cre-
(March 2002) provide even more impact. Programs fo- ate losses for all, traditional coping mecha-

cavsed on teenagers. orJ hiaghl5frLlO pop la mmsa l: -uy toJ fa l. Such c.at
Many people see an effective preventive tions have less overall impact but would risks are not uncommon in many devel-
AIDS vaccine as the best solution to the provide significant benefits at much less oping countries, especially where farming
HIV/AIDS pandemic. Ten years ago many cost than those reaching all adults. Behav- remains a major source of income. The
scientists had hoped that a vaccine would ioral reversals could erode much of the authors focus on risks related to weather
be available by now. Most scientists are benefits of vaccination programs so it will events (such as excess rain, droughts,
still optimistic that vaccines will be devel- be important to combine vaccination with freezes, and high winds) that have a se-
oped and many candidates are being continued messages about the importance vere impact on rural incomes. Weather
tested. Strategies to implement HIV/AIDS of safe behaviors. insurance could cover the covariate risk
vacci-onai needn tn Ao bdla oped to be Tho - ofthe-od-noo is not knovm at for a commoity -of poor households

-- - -- -- -Ir- -- -- r h -- t_ o __.- ... _ - -e s ... .T - v F - .......,v v VLW-VD

ready when vaccines do become available. this time. At a cost of $10 or $20 per per- through formal and informal risk-sharing
The nature ofthose programs will depend son vaccinated, the cost per infection arrangements among households that are
on the characteristics ofeach vaccine. How averted would be as low or lower than purchasing these weather contracts.
much does it cost? How effective is it? How other prevention interventions. Higher Given recent Mexican innovations tar-
long does protection last? The answers to costs for the vaccines and the need for geted at helping the poor cope with cata-
these and other questions will help deter- many booster shots could reduce the cost- strophic weather events, the authors use
Mine issues suchi Uas vV u.lIt wiLI Ut Lth efluctv-veess bigLuncancLy. iviexico as a case sTudy.
impact of the vaccine on the epidemic? This paper-a product of Public Ser- In Mexico, poor households are exposed
Whn shnild ha vsapinated? Will an AMR vYe..S,aDPVn elopment pesearchGroup-is to systemic risks, such as dro-ghts and
vaccine be more cost-effective than other part of a joint research project with the floods, that affect the economic livelihood
prevention measures? Will other mea- European Commission on "The Econom- of their region. Catastrophic insurance is
sures still be necessary? What will hap- ics ofAIDS Vaccines in Developing Coun- useful for small farmers, although com-
pen to the epidemic if vaccination leads to tries." Copies of this paper are available mercially oriented small farmers may
riskier behavior? How much funding will free fom the World Bank, 1818 H Street wish to obtain coverage for less cata-
be needed? NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con- strophic events. Weather insurance could

Stover,Garlett, Seitz,anld ForsyLhe use tact Hedy ladovich, Lail stop MC3-311, meet thiS need. it pays out according To
two computer simulation models to inves- telephone 202-473-7698, fax 202-522- the frequency and intensity of specific
tigate the Pefetrn ofvarious varcine char- 1154, email address halAdouirih weather events. Bense weath.erinsu-

acteristics and implementation strategies @worldbank.org. Policy Research Work- ance depends on the occurrence and ob-
on the impact and cost-effectiveness of ing Papers are also posted on the Web at jective measure of intensity of a specific
vaccines in different contexts. A simula- http://econ.worldbank.org. The authors event, it does not require individual farm
tion model is applied to data from rural may be contacted at j.stover@tfgi.com, inspection that can be very costlyfor small
Zimbabwe and the iwgAIDlS model is ap- g.garnett@ic.ac.uk, s-seitzWuiuc.edu, or farms.
plied to Kampala (Uganda) and Thailand. s.forsythe@tfgi.com. (30 pages) The authors argue that a key issue of
ine - UV1. tu- UbLU W AnLubuguW 11t: delivering insurance To small iarmers is
effects of efficacy, duration, cost, and type the existence of producer organizations. In
nfn rte'tinn nn ininaritandnlr.nt-effertive- 2812= Can FInanr!al Mar.ketas Mha1hn t-o- f--.r-. m n,'o

ness. The models also show the merits of Tapped to Help Poor People Cope funds provide a good example. These
targeting public subsidies to various popu- with Weather Risks? funds provide insurance to their members
lation groups: all adults, teenagers, high- by pulling together resources to pay for
risk groups, and women of reproductive Jerry Skees, Panos Varangis, Donald Larson, future indemnities and reinsures itself
age. The impact of vaccines on the epi- and Paul Siegel from major systemic risks that could hurt
demic is compared with the impact of (March 2002) simultaneously all their members.
otiner prevention u1.tev-erv,,tiuor sucU This paper-a product of Rural vevel-
as condom use and behavior change. Poor households in rural areas are par- opment, Development Research Group-
Finally the nmnfrila are n;ed tn erninre the ticularrlv vilnerable tn ri:ks that redrle s part onfa largr effot in the anin tn find

extent with which behavioral reversals incomes and increase expenditures. Most new approaches to help rural households
may erode the positive benefits of the past research has focused on risk-coping cope with risks. Copies of the paper are
vaccine. strategies for the rural poor, specifically available free from the World Bank, 1818
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H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. welfare as a weighted combination of the term structure depend on domestic and
Ph…am…-e-nt-Art P - ..lin.. l-la r-m W AMG iito ,C ...... t.V. S BUT- -i&lo.ta o ar e-

604, telephone 202-473-3716, fax 202-522- assumed fixed or exogenous to the analy- pectations and risk perceptions.
1151, email address pkokilanworldbank. sis. Koolwal and Ray extend the collective This paper-a product ofthe Macroeco-
org. Policy Research Working Papers are approach by proposing and estimating a nomics and Growth, Development Re-
also posted on the Web at httpJ/econ. framework where the weights are deter- search Group-is part of a larger effort in
worldbank.org. The authors may be con- mined and simultaneously estimated with the group to understand how capital mar-
tacted at jskees@pop.uky.edu, pvarangis the household outcomes. The authors ket and exchange rate regimes work. Cop-

vWWUFrLRUwA.Vrg, ulurbuusowurlumun.org, presenm Nepalese evidence that suggests ies of the paper are available free from the
or psiegel@worldbank.org. (24 pages) that a woman's share of household earn- World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-

inaS -nders-ateS he-r pow.er i. inmaking Wton, DC 20433Ei. Plase contct. EmifUy
household decisions. An increase in the Khine, room MC3-347, telephone 202-473-

2813. The Collective Model of the woman's educational experience leads to 7471, fax 202-522-3518, email address
Household and an Unexpected a rise in her bargaining power. The results kkhine@worldbank.org. Policy Research
Implication for Child Labor: also reveal some interesting nonmono- Working Papers are also posted on the
Hypothesis and an Empirical Test tonic relationships between a woman's Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The

apower' and the household's expenditure authors may be contacted at sschmukler
Ka%shIL Basu and uana Ray onutcomles. @woridbank.org or iservenwworidbank.
(March 2002) This paper-a product of the Office of org. (76 pages)

the Senior Vice Praai lent, Developmnent
Basu and Ray use the collective model of Economics-is part of a larger effort in the
the household and show, theoretically, Bank to understand how gender affects 2816. Explaining the Migration
that as the woman's power rises, child development outcomes and to identify the of Stocks from Exchanges
labor will initially fall, but beyond a point causes of poverty. Copies of the paper are In Emerging Economies
it will tend to rise again. Ahousehold with available free from the World Bank, 1818 to International Centers
a balanced power structure between the H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
husband an...d the ht-e& is least l.-1+ --- A t send - Ple ase contact T-a--n Jamso n rom -..........SnCase ail eilnrnoJa..t SULkfl~SV J war . .LSL ncn - - - -O lv,,al%i. JiLi lU OU AWUVUUU IW%L u m ot4jI1 %liaUVbWat, m uiJuII n.ungeulta,
its children to work. An empirical test of MC4-333, telephone 202-473-0677, fax and Sergio L. Schmukler
this relationship using data from Nepal 202-522-1158, email addresg niameson (Mardi 2002)
strongly corroborates the theoretical hy- @worldbank.org. Policy Research Work-
pothesis. ing Papers are also posted on the Web at Claessens, Klingebiel, and Schmukler

This paper-a product of the Office of http://econ.worldbank.org. The authors study the determinants of the growing
the Senior Vice President, Development may be contacted at gbk65cornell.edu or migration of stock market activity to in-
Economics-is part of a largereffort in the ranjan.raygutas.edu.au. (15 pages) ternational financial centers. 'They use a
Bank to understand how gender affects sample of77 countries and document that
deveo-u,en ouo.e ar.-toideti_ th highe economic4-U grov- -- j ar, mre macro-UV V1CVjJUUVJLi UMM_.UV0 MiU IMCLufl-.y MflC IUriLCI VIUmIIUII g1 VW LII tuiU IUUIVId;U

causes of poverty. Copies of the paper are 2815. Pricing Currency Risk: Facts economic stability help stock market de-
available free from the World Bank, 1818 and Puzzles from Currency Boards velopment. Countries with higher income
H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. per capita, sounder macroeconomic poli-
Please contact Narin Jameson, room Sergio L. Sdimukler and Luis Serven cies, more efficient legal systems, better
MC4-333, telephone 202-473-0677, fax (March 2002) shareholder protection, and more open
202-522-1158, email address njameson financial markets tend to have larger and
0woridbank.org. Policy Research Work- Schmukler and Serven investigate the more liquid stock markets. The authors
ing Papers are also posted on the Web at patterns and determinants ofthe currency show that these factors also drive the de-
http;','e/14con.wo-.-!dbar..org. The auth.ors' r.Bk pe.-emUM r.... i ntocey od- ... . ...... g-eewt hc a 1 r-aisng lit ..............g

may be contacted at kbasu@mit.edu or Argentina and Hong Kong. Despite the and trading have been migrating to inter-
ranian.rav@utas.edu.au. (26 pages) presumed rigiditv ofcurrency boards, cur- national financial centers. As fundamen-

rency premium is almost always positive tals improve and technology advances,
and at times very large. Its term structure this migration will likely increase and do-

2814. Estimating the is usually upward sloping, but flattens out mestic stock market activity may become
Endogenously Determined or even becomes inverted at times of tur- too little to support local markets. For
;ntrahousehoid Baiance of Power buience. Currency premia differ across many emergingeconomies, the best policy
and Its Impact on Expenditure markets. The forward discount typically istoestablishsoundfundamentalsbutnot
Pattern: Evidence from Ne...* StjJ.flflW........ ,ed cs.Ifly +-h -au.g, or ev CCI tSO!.... go

from interbank rates, particularly during securities locally.
Gavatri Koolwal and Ranian Ray times of crisis. The large magnitude of This paper-a product ofMacroeconom-
(March 2002) these cross-market differences can be the ics and Growth, Development Research

consequence of unexploited arbitrage op- Group-is part of a larger effort in the
The collective approach to household be- portunities, market segmentation, or group to understand financial globaliza-
havior relaxes the restrictive features of other risks embedded in typical measures tion and capital market development.
the unitary model by specifying household of currency risk. The premium and its Copies ofthe paper are available free from
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the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con- 2819. Goals for Development:
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact tact Paulina Sintim-Aboagye, room MC3- History, Prospects, and Costs
Emily Khine, room MC3-347, telephone 422, telephone 202473-7644, fax 202-522-

202-477n or;, T .02-622S618, . . . . . ........ 4..... ,a…M. M ller,
ZV_kI0_I- I,LUaX AV4U44-0010J, UI11~11 L.LLOi, MUIMIi aUULVZ0jbL pa,UiimrUV&U~ auiay~ U UVa..aJ ------ ,J t ul

address kkhine@worldbank.org. Policy @worldbank.org. Policy Research Work- and Eric V. Swanson
Re.Qparch Wnrking Paners are alen nosted inv Paners are alsn nosted on the Web at (Anril 2002)
on the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. http://econ.worldbank.org. The author
The authors may be contacted at may be contacted at swallsten The Millennium Development Goals set
stin@fee.uva.nl, dklingebiel@worldbank. @worldbank.org. (21 pages) quantitative targets for poverty reduction
org, or sschmukler@worldbank.org. (38 and improvements in health, education,
pages) gender equality, the environment, and

2818. Corporate Governance, other aspects of human welfare. At exist-
Investor Protectlon,.snd ing rates of progress mar.~y co -. Aj . wil

2817. Does Sequencing Matter? Performance In Emerging Markets fall short of these goals. However, if de-
Regulation and Privatization veloping countries take steps to improve
in Telecommunications Reforms Leora F. Klapper and Inessa Love their policies and increased financial re-

(April 2002) sources are made available, significant
Scott Wallsten additional progress toward the goals is
(April 2002) Recent research studying the link between possible.

law and finance has concentrated on coun- Devarajan, ivilier, and Swanson pro-
The question of the most effective order try-level investor protection measures and vide a preliminary estimate of the addi-
of re4ifo,lif l 4..--A . gsU e-o;venterpr.ses has f -ina l syteon.Av .--.... *-1 a-.1j4a... -o-1Adbe

been hotly debated over the years. In the across countries and legal families. required if countries would work vigor-
earlv 1990s many western advisers en- Mapper and Love extend this literature ously toward meeting the Millennium
couraged Eastern European countries and and provide a study of firm-level corporate Development Goals. Two estimates of the
the former Soviet Union to privatize firms governance practices across emerging resource gap are developed, one by esti-
quickly under the assumption that mar- markets and a greater understanding of mating the additional resources necessary
ket institutions would develop once firms the environments under which corporate to increase economic growth so as to re-
were privately owned. Tne thinking since governance matters more. T-heir empiri- duce income poverty, the other by estimat-
then has emphasized the importance of cal tests show that better corporate gov- ing the cost of meeting specific goals in
es"bli hiA:_ aA -^Q44-atinal ftsmewrkrl ernon^_e ;Q hirhly -^nrolt^dA th l^tt^r )..]+h A-rre+;- -A^1 tA ^otrnm

oiDaQ1111 -- ,--a3..L.un.a., A. bSAv -.-.-....,....... ----- * - '-__.... _, .. …

conducive to promoting competition before operating performance and market valu- Both estimates yield a figure in the range
privatizing firms. To date, there has been ation. More important, the authors pro- of $40-$70 billion in additional assistance
little empirical work clarifying the debate. vide evidence showing that firm-level cor- per year, which is in line with estimates

Wallsten attempts to address this gap porate governance provisions matter more from other international development
by examining the effects of the sequence in countries with weak legal environ- agencies and which would roughly repre-
of reform in telecommunications, particu- ments. These results suggest that firms sent a doubling of official aid flows over
larly tne effects of estanlisning a reguia- can partiaiiy compensate for ineffective 2000 leveis. 'vvnile the authors believe this
tory authority prior to privatizing incum- laws and enforcement by establishing is a reasonable first approximation of the
bent tele 4cation r-ns gootid c,o-nrporateo govern;.an anrd pro.cid , rc0stos assotciated 1-A^:l achie .vincg tha Mil

Consistent with current thinking, credible investor protection. The authors' lennium Development Goals, it should be
Wallsten finds that countries that estab- tests also show that firm-level governance' interpreted with caution for several rea-
lished separate regulatory authorities and performance is lowerin countries with sons, including the lack of empirical data
prior to privatization saw increased tele- weak legal environments, suggesting that in many countries to estimate the relation-
communications investment, fixed tele- improving the legal system should remain ship between expenditures on health or
phone penetration, and cellular penetra- a priority for policymakers. education and related outcomes, or the
tion compared with countries that did not. This paper-a product of Finance, De- relationship between investment and
Moreover, he finds that investors are will- velopment Research Group-is part of a growth, the sensitivity of the results to
ing to pay more fort larger effort in the group t- st-A- corpo= charnges in thie pkolicy eAr-...oent (both

firms in countries that established a regu- rate governance around the world. Cop- at the macroeconomic and sector level, and
latory authority before privatization. This ies ofthe paper are available free from the with respect to international trade), and
increased willingness to pay is consistent World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing- opportunities for increased-and more
withthe hypothesis that investors require ton, DC 20433. Please contact Agnes efficient-domestic resource mobilization.
a risk premium to invest where regulatory Yaptenco, room MC3-446, telephone 202- This paper-a product of the Office of
rules remain unclear. 473-1823, fax 202-522-1155, email ad- the Vice President, Human Development

This paper-a product ofMacroeconom- dress ayaptenco@woridbank.org. Policy Network, ana the Development Djata
ics and Growth, Development Research Research Working Papers are also posted Group-is part of a larger effort in the
Grouis part of -I larger 4efor int- on the Web at h44.,.lloan. ,ro.nl-hao.kg. Bak to- a .cl,.+at progres fnwar.

4
the

group to understand network industry The authors may be contacted at Millennium Development Goals. Copies of
reformr. Conies ofthe paper are available lklapper@worldbank.org or ilove the paper are available free from the
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street @worldbank.org. (32 pages) World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-
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ton, DC 20433. Please contact Susan Joseph, room I9-031, telephone 202-473- Finally, participation in organizations
Brickiand, room G8-015, telephone 202- 2155, fax 202-522-2029, email address with participatory ieadership selection
473-0944, fax 202-522-3235, email ad- vjoseph@iworldbank.org. Policy Research mechanisms are more likely to produce
dress ,.r Polkicy W-rng - DPap s - a s p oatd of. t,o f s o

Research Working Papers are also posted Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The participation.
on the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. authors may be contacted at iartemiev This paper-a product of the Office of
The authors may be contacted at @worldbank.org or mhaney@worldbank. the Chief Economist, Latin America and
sdevarajan@worldbank.org, mmiller5 org. (28 pages) the Caribbean Region-is part of a larger
@worldbank.org, or eswanson effort in the region to understand the
@worldbank.org. (38 pages) causes and consequences of social capital.

2821. Income, vWealth, and Copies ofthe paper are avaiiabie free from
Socialization In Argentina: the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,

2820 The Privatizationnof ProvocatnIve Responses from Wasi;nt.on, DC 20433. Please contact
the Russian Coal Industry: Individuals Patricia Soto, room I8-018, telephone 202-
Policies and Processes in 473-7892, fax 202-522-7528, email ad-
the Transformation of a Major Daniel Lederman dress psoto@worldbank.org. Policy Re-
Industry (April 2002) search Working Papers are also posted on

the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The
Igor Artemiev and Michael Haney Lederman focuses on two objectives in his author may be contacted at dlederman
(April 20024) tudy.: (1)tostablisha LbaeliLLe: eaure- wworldbank.urg. o(L5 pges)

ment of the level and geographic distribu-
In the eArly 1 99O0 the Riin iin Federation tion ofRnodal f'anitAl in Araenti-na and (2)

implemented mass privatization with to identify its empirical determinants. 2822. An Econometric Analysis
swift ownership changes in many indus- The study's survey questionnaire pro- of the Creditworthiness of IBRD
tries. A notable exception was the coal vides individual-level data on the Borrowers
sector, one the world's largest, which was population's participation in social orga-
in deep crisis and unable to function with- nizations and willingness to trust mem- David Mckenzie
out massive subsidies. The government bers of its community. Probit models are (April 2002)

undertook a a. - eaching pFt g.a .. of sec- eatimated t. ex.plai Ute:.,ual'a de-

tor restructuring, closing heavily loss- cision to participate and to trust strang- Mckenzie econometrically ascertains the
making mines and cutting subsidies. The ersa and individual-household and com- determinants of default to the Interna-
positive impact of the restructuring pro- munity characteristics are used as ex- tional Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-
gram led to a slow but sustained improve- planatory variables. Potential simultane- opment (IBRD) through panel logit analy-
ment in the coal industry's attractiveness ity and endogeneity problems afflicting sis. Creditworthiness with a lag of one
to private investors. By the end of 2001, the empirical models are examined. period is determined by the extent of ar-
some 77 percent of coai output was ac- Tne main determinants oftthe probabil- rears to private creditors, the proportion
counted for by private operators. ity of participation in Argentina are age, of total debt service that is being paid, the

Arteemiev and Han.ey provide an over- age squared, .hou sehold income (ar.A per- -n-or.nn A.r. buge dft the e-r+ of

view of the privatization of the Russian haps income squared), rural communities military involvement in the government
coal industry. They review the salient (perhaps due to lower probabilities of mi- of a country, and by the G7's current ac-
aspects of the government's privatization gration among rural residents since most count balance.
policy as it evolved over the years and look migrants live in urban centers), commu- Default to the IBRD falls into a gradu-
at the reasons for the successes and pit- nity or provincial unemployment rates, ated hierarchy, whereby default occurs
falls encountered along the way. The au- and individual trust. first to Paris Club and commercial bank
thorsdescribeindetailspecifncprocedures In contrast, the main determinants of creditors, with subsequent default trig-
and methods of sale. They provide a pro- trust are age and age squared (but with gered by portfolios with high proportions
file ofthe new owners offthe industry and opposite sigins te those exhibited by prob- of TRRn and short-termJ . debt, as well as
reasons for a different approach to priva- ability of participation), household wealth the factors mentioned above. Default to
tizing an industry with a record of serious (but not its squared term nor household these other creditor groups can be ex-
social, environmental, and labor prob- income), participation (as shown by the plained by more traditional country risk
lems, and look at the risks ahead. Seemingly Unrelated Regressions Probit variables, although Mckenzie's analysis

This paper-a product of the Private results on the cross-correlation between highlights the importance of political and
Sector Advisory Services Department and the two social capital models), and com- external factors in explaining default to

- J *fl .*__A -11 T..2!A … ri
thle ±i1rasLructu-re andu Energy Depart- 1uuLL1Y Ul pI urVnwai-,e-UqJIUMyIUCU,eIntrats UL crdtoUwrA studUU. Ele idIUs sovereitg
ment, Europe and Central Asia Region- and income inequality. It is noteworthy default to be a state-dependent process,
is nprt- of a largyer effort tv e-vahiate Rank that the ommmon question on trLust used wherehv the repnavment behnvior of a

interventions that have a significant pri- in the U.S. General Social Survey and in country changes once it enters into de-
vate sector development component. Cop- the World Values Survey yields results fault.
ies ofthe paper are available free from the whereby communities with higher"trust" Operationally, Mckenzie arrives at a
World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing- rates actually have lower social participa- model that can be used to assess short-
ton, DC 20433. Please contact Victoria tion rates. term creditworthiness, although data
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imperfections and availability still limit http://econ.worldbank.org. The author rate ofgrowth ofGDP. This highlights the
the usefulness ofthe model for some coun- may be contacted at lserven@worldbank. powerful structural tendency toward in-
tries. Longer-term risk assessment proves org. (18 pages) creasing imports inVenezuela. The author
more difficult, wthich raises operational also explicitly estimates common stochas-
questions for the IBRD. tic cycles, which he finds to have 5 and 17

I. sM pAperA- _AI_a prod c -1 _Ibe - O- A T_r.-_na.......... .. .f2 1_ -I I _1- -__ V_ -___*_A_Y '.- * __ -- - P- 1 -_
Al" p UUU11- VAi %I.U 1 I I IU u r9Juul.y altu La# year perluum. in auu.uuui, Lie iinus lUnt a

Risk Division, Office of the Senior Vice Services: Flnal Status Options 1 percent real exchange rate appreciation
President and Chief Financial Officer-is for the West Bank and Gaza leadsit- a 0-4 perent inre"asei in import-q
part of a larger effort in the Bank to moni- And in the long-run, 1 percent real GDP
tor the creditworthiness of IBRD borrow- Maurice Schiff growth is associated with 1.7 percent real
ers. Copies of the paper are available free (April 2002) imports growth. The author also shows
from the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, that the GDP elasticity of imports uni-
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact Schiff considers the policy options of the formly falls with cycle period, with the
Clarita Mendoza, room MC6-120, tele- West Bank and Gaza with respect to trade elasticity reaching 4.55 at the frequency

--- 9A9_ArJQ_nrO ,f.- 202n=52=A475 .an +1,. export of labor se ,ic con- as.c1a.t rLt .ya cycl. A_

email address cmendoza@worldbank.org. cludes that: erful imports responsiveness at the higher
Policy Research Working Papers are also * Nondiscriminatory trade policy is cycle freauencv is associated with the re-
posted on the Web at http://econ. unambiguously superior to a free trade currence of external imbalances in Ven-
worldbank.org. The author may be con- agreement with Israel. ezuela.
tacted at mcken@stanford.edu. (33 pages) * The West Bank and Gaza should This paper-a product of the Colombia,

pursue a nondiscriminatory trade policy Mexico, and Venezuela Country Manage-
witn all its neighbors, but only on tne con- ment Unit, Latin America and the Carib-

2823. Real Exchange Rate dition that the trade policy be open, trans- bean Region-is part of a larger effort in
Uncertainty and Prlvate lnvestment parent, andeorced hy a.wdiblD lock=;n, -- +. --- -- 1,,-r -chon mac=.
In Developing Countries mechanism. Otherwise, a customs union roeconomic issues. Copies of the paper are

with Israel may be preferable. available free from the World Bank, 1818
Luis Serven * The Palestinian Authority should H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
(April 2002) establish a system offee-based permits for Please contact Michael Geller, room I4-

Palestinians working in Israel. 046, telephone 202-458-5155, fax 202-676-
Serven examines empirically the link be- * The Palestinian Authority should 0720, email address mgeller@worldbank.
tween rel exchange rawt unce-rLuLy anUd cnsider alnuwmg uraauans acwss Lo the org. rolcy Researcn w orKing rapers are
private investment in developing coun- West Bank and Gaza labor market. also posted on the Web at http:/econ.
tries USing a sr3re GF0rn88 rnuntrv-tniAe se- This nanper-n nrnkiit ofT'rade tlpven - worlAhnnior raThD ai,thetr mau be con-
ries data set. He builds a GARCH-based opment Research Group-is part of a tacted at mcuevas@worldbank.org. (15
measure of real exchange rate volatility larger effort in the group to analyze trade pages)
and finds that it has a strong negative and regional integration policies in the
impact on investment, after controlling for Middle East. Copies of the paper are avail-
other standard investment determinants able free from the World Bank, 1818 H 2826. Potential GDP Growtn
and taking into account their potential Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. In Venezuela: A Structural
endogenet.e patfu :.ti Pleas ---- ---- -ul Fl-it,ro. Tlm ere Appoc.uueIiY. .LILIVIUjJUW.utVI UinU MI.enlby 17= r11eu IUiLI. aLUL ILLILLItU ramiCWL, FUUUIL I IEII I ;pa IV* #%F IUI.I

not uniform, however. There is some evi- MC3-333, telephone 202473-2724, fax
dence of thrPe8hod1 effeets, so that uincer- 202-9.22.116Q emTnail a,tiresq nfldvwitt M.A. A r-a-

tainty only matters when it exceeds some 1worldbank.org. Policy Research Work- (April 2002)
critical level. In addition, the negative ing Papers are also posted on the Web at
impact of real exchange rate uncertainty http://econ.worldbank.org. The author Real GDP and oil prices are decomposed
on investment is significantly larger in may be contacted at mschiff6vworldbank. into common stochastic trend and cycle
economies that are highly open and in org. (38 pages) processes using structural time series
those with less developed financial sys- models. Potential real GDP is represented
tems. by the level of the trend component of reai

This paper-a product of the Office of 2825. Demand for Imports GDP. The potential rate of growth of real
the ChiefpEeonomist Latin Ameries anti In Venezuela: A Structural GTlfPi repremntAdhythet 8elhkatiedrift
the Caribbean Region-is part of a larger Time Series Approach element of the trend component. Cuevas
effort in the region to assess the effects of finds that there is a strong association at
macroeconomic volatility. Copies of the Mario A. Cuevas the trend and cycle frequencies between
paper are available free from the World (April 2002) real GDP and the real price of oil. This
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC association is also robust in the presence
20433. Please contact Patricia Soto, room Using structural time series models, of key economic policy variables. From
r. .t -1 __1_ _ A A Ofl .d'O .O f r 00 nn ,----- co-n '---~- 1 00M OA . 11. - -.- I-
L0-U10, Ieilep Aone 2Uk 0I- 100, LAV- C UeVas0 WOUULUD tUUIIDbIL .LA 1U70U, WnUD teU uAuvri'ying aUIuIal

522-7528, email address psoto trends of real GDP and imports in Ven- rate of increase of the real price of oil was
.worltbank.org. Poliiv Riserch Work- ezuela from 1974-2000- The real inmorts 12 nereent; the underlving annual rate of
ing Papers are also posted on the Web at trend drifts upward at almost twice the increase of potential GDP in Venezuela
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was 2.6 percent. By contrast, from 1981- tionship between exports and productiv- tion and to sources of nonlabor income,
2000 when the underlying rate of increase ity and conclude tnat it is the result of self- Imainly pensionLs.
of the real price of oil was -5 percent, the selection: it is the more productive firms This paper is a product of the Research
underlyin.g growth- rate of potenntial G-DP that move into eyports. Policy implicatinns Advisorv Staff. Copies of the paper are
fell 1.5 percent. However, the strength of are discussed. available free from the World Bank, 1818
association between the underlying This paper-a product ofMacroeconom- H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
growth of oil prices and real GDP has ics and Growth, Development Research Please contact Francois Bourguignon,
fallen considerably since the early 1980s, Group-is part of a larger effort in the mail stop MC4-402, telephone 202-473-
suggesting that oil cannot be relied on as group to investigate the microeconomic 1056, fax 20U-522-Uiu4, email address
an engine for future growth in Venezuela. foundations of export and growth perfor- fbourguignon@worldbank.org. Po,cy Re-

Thi pi r-A pruuc of th Coobia mance usigpatlvlUdaa.oieUs o f sarc Workingl P aXr v ArWe wH DVDC alvsov poste OnwADVP 
Mexico, and Venezuela Country Manage- the paper are available free from the the Web athttpJ/econ.worldbank.org. The
mant Unit, Latin America and the Carib- World Bank- l818HStreetNW- Washing- other authors may be contacted at
bean Region-is part of a larger effort in ton, DC 20433. Please contact Emily fferreira@econ.puc-rio.br or phil@econ.
the region to encourage research on mac- Khine, room MC3-347, telephone 202-473- puc-rio.br. (52 pages)
roeconomic issues. Copies ofthe paper are 7471, fax 202-522-3518, email address
available free from the World Bank, 1818 kkhine@worldbank.org. Policy Research
H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. Working Papers are aiso posted on the 289. T ne Spaiiai uistribution
Please contact Michael Geller, room 14- Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. The of Poverty In Vietnam and
40J, LVIVjJLLUL'u; A CO.e Ul X -L- O6017 ,'a- au'thora . -ay b contaa,d mtcted atre.l. the Pot.entialforTret!nn
0720, email address mgeller@worldbank. fafchampsaeconomics.ox.ac.uk or
org. Poliev Reearch Working Papers are azeufack@worldbank.org. (44 pages) Nicholas Minot and Bob Baulch
also posted on the Web at httpttf (April 2002)
econ.worldbank.org. The author may be
contacted at mcuevas@worldbank.org. (22 2828. Beyond Oaxaca-Blinder: Minot and Baulch combine household
pages) Accounting for Differences In survey and census data to construct a

Househoid income Distributions provincial poverty map of Vietnam and
across Countries evaluate the accuracy of geographically

Evidence from Moroccan Franois Bourguignon, Francisco estimate per capita expenditure as a func-
Manufacturlng H. G. Ferreira, and Phillippe G. Leite ihon of selected household and geogranhic

(April 2002) characteristics using the 1998 Vietnam
Marcel Fafchamps, Said El Hamine, Living Standards Survey. Next, they com-
and Albert Zeufack Bourguignon, Ferreira, and Leite develop bine the results with data on the same
(April 2002) a microeconometric method to account for household characteristics from the 1999

differences across distributions of house- census to estimate the mcidence ot poverty
Fafchamps, Hamine, and Zeufack test two hold income. Going beyond the determi- in each province. The results show that

ltrnative mdeA.alse of leo,.,ng. too expvor-t- nat finn laofv-nicfla in lnhnr mnrlkets thpv ........ .. .._..A... 10 prov=
-- 'r .~a I Lfl j.uvv. v 1.3 floncen-aaaj....* ~

productivity learning, whereby firms also estimate statistical models for occu- inces in the Northern Uplands, 2 prov-
learn to reduce Production costs, and pational choice and for conditional distri- inces in the Central Highlands. and 2
market learning, whereby firms learn to butions of education, fertility, and provinces in the Central Coast.
design products that appeal to foreign nonlabor incomes. The authors use Receiver Operating
consumers. The authors import combinations of Characteristics curves to evaluate the ef-

Using panel and cross-section data on estimated parameters from these models fectiveness of geographic targeting. The
Moroccan manufacturers, the aurulora LO 8ilI-UsILMIC VLUIuiiLIAunLAW LUUMae taOV1w- resuits show that the existing poor com-
uncover evidence of market learning but butions. This allows them to decompose munes system excludes large numbers of
little evidence of productivity le-iing. differeneps hbtween ficntionnals nf two poor people, but there is potential for
These findings are consistent with the income distributions (such as inequality sharpening poverty targeting using a
concentration of Moroccan manufacturing or poverty measures) into shares because small number of easy-to-measure house-
exports in consumer items-the garment, of differences in the structure of labor hold characteristics.
textile, and leather sectors. It is the young market returns (price effects), differences This paper is a joint product of Macro-
firms that export. Most do so immediately in the occupational structure, and differ- economics and Growth, Development Re-
after creation. The authors also find that, ences in the underlying distribution of search Group, and the International Food
among exporters, new products are Ux- assets (endowment effectw). Policy Researcn Institute. Copies of the
ported very rapidly after production has The authors apply the method to the paper are available free from the World
hn,n,,, The chare of evnpr+ted oitrnit nev- differences between the Brazilian income 1,..i. I, 1818 H T'.reet NW. Wa.atlo .DG

ertheless increases for 2-3 years after a distribution and those of Mexico and the 20433. Please contact Rina Bonfield, room
new Droduct is introduced. Old firms are United States, and find that most of MC3-354. telephone 202-473-1248, fax
unlikely to switch to exports, even in re- Brazil's exce8s income inequality is due to 202-522-3518, email address abonfield
sponse to changes in macroeconomic in- underlying inequalities in the distribution @worldbank.org. Policy Research Work-
centives. The authors find a positive rela- of two key endowments: access to educa- ing Papers are also posted on the Web at
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http.//econ.worldbank.org. The authors Lodovico Pizzati, room H4-214, telephone 2832. Poverty and Survival
may be contacted at n.minot@cgiar.org or 202-473-2259, fax 202-614-0683, email Prospects of Vietnamese Children
b.baulch@lds.ac.uk. (43 pages) address lpizzati@worldbank.org. (24 pages) under Dol Mol

Adam Wagstaff and Nga Nguyet Nguyen
2830. L abor Market Impnliations 2831- 1Hea!th Outcomes In POOr (April 2002)

of Switching the Currency Peg Countries and Policy Options:
in a General Equilibrium Model Empirical Findings from Byinternational standards, and given its
for Lithuania Demographic and Health Surveys relatively low per capita income, Vietnam

has achieved substantial reductions in,
Lodovico Pizzati Limin Wang and low levels of, infant and under-five
(April 2002) (April 2002) mortality. Wagstaff and Nguyen review

existing evidence and provide new evi-
On February 2,2002, Lithuania switched Empirical studies on health at a disaggre- dence on whether, under the economic lib-
it-q elirrmnev anchor from the dollar to the eate level-bv socioeconomic groun or eralization program known as Doi Moi.
euro. While pegging to the dollar (since geographic location-can provide useful this reduction in child mortality has been
April 1994) has proven successful information for designingpoverty-focused sustained. They conclude that it has, but
throughout the transition years, the re- interventions. Using Demographic and that the gains have been concentrated
cent decision to peg to the euro was moti- Health Survey (DHS) data, Wang inves- amongthe better-off. As a result, socioeco-
vated by the increasing trade relations tigates the determinants of health out- nomic inequalities in chiid survivai are
with European economies. Pizzati does comes in low-income countries both at the evident in Vietnam-a change from the

nut U±~V W,UL. , jD50 UUCC. ajJ. tq. -av ,ttf,,**,-ai.LnIaa n..t J1 c,juu a v.. fsavaajpa.s

but he analyzes the implications ofchang- areas separately. DHS data from more The authors develop survival models to
ing the exchange rate regime for different than 60 low-income countries between find the causes of this differential decline
sectors and labor groups. 1990 and 1999 reveal two interesting ob- in child mortality, and conclude that a

While pegging to the euro entails more servations. First is the negative associa- number of factors have been at work, in-
stability for the export sector, Lithuania tion between the level and inequality in cluding reductions among the poor (but
is still dependent on dollar-based imports child mortality. Second is the significant not among the better-off) in coverage of
of primary goods from the Commonwealth gap in child mortaiity between urban and health services and in women's educa-
of Independent States, more so than other rural areas, with the rural population tional attainment. They argue that if the
Baltic Countr-S or Central Eu-opean ha-,ng a much slowler reduction in mor- expeence t+he. la 1990s is a .

economies. tality compared with the urban popula- the future, the lack of progress among the
Pizzati uses a multisector general eaui- tion. Given that the poor are mainly con- poor will jeopardize Vietnam's chances of

librium model to compare the effects of centrated in rural areas, the evidence achieving the international development
dollar-euro exchange rate movements suggests that health interventions imple- goals for child mortality.
under these alternative pegs. Overall, mented in the past decade may not have The authors examine various policy sce-
simulation results suggest that while a been as effective as intended in reaching narios, including expanding coverage of
euro-peg wiii provide more stability to the poor. heaith services, water and sanitation, and
GDP and employment, it will also imply The empirical findings in this study find that such measures, while useful, will
more volatility in prices, su-ggestirng that consolidate results from earlier studies have onny a limited aeffect. on the mortal-
under the new peg macroeconomic policy and add new evidence. Wang finds that at ity of poor children. They find that pro-
should be more concerned with inflation- the national level access to electricity, grams aimed at narrowing the gap be-
ary pressures than before. From a sector- vaccination in the first year of life, and tween the poor and better-off may have
specific perspective, pegging to the euro public health expenditure can signifi- large beneficial effects on the various de-
will provide a more stable demand for cantly reduce child mortality. The electric- terminants of child survival.
unskilled-intensive manufacturing and ity effect is shown to be independent of This paper-a product of Public Ser-
commercial services. But otner sectors, income. in urban areas only access to elec- vices, Development Researcn Group-is
such as agriculture, will still face the same tricity has a significant health impact, part of a larger effort in the group to in-
-V LU abiity to -Afhanfe r ate move= ,.m.. in r a! ar .g vac.na- ........ ............ na

ments. This suggests that additional tion coverage is important for mortality poverty. Copies of the paper are available
policy measures may be needed to com- reduction. free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
pensate sector-specific divergences. This paper-a product of the Environ- NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-

This paper-a product of the Poverty ment Department-is part of a larger ef- tact Hedy Sladovich, mail stop MC3-311,
Reduction and Economic Management fort in the department to better under- telephone 202-473-7698, fax 202-522-
Sector Unit, Europe and Central Asia stand health-environment linkages. Cop- 1154, email address hsladovich
Region-is part of a larger effort in the ies ofThne paper are avauaoie iree irom The 'wworld'ank.org. Policy Research work-
region to address European Union inte- World Bank, 1818HStreetNW, Washing- ing Papers are also posted on the Web at
91.atio -issues in -- mies. ton, DC 20433. Please contact4 TLnmin httip//ecn.- irnlanh lr.nra Tha a,ithnrs

Copies ofthe paper are available free from Wang, room MC5-208, telephone 202-473- may be contacted at awagstaff
the World Bank. 1818 H Street NW. 7596. fax 202-522-1735. email address @worldbank.org or nnga@worldbank.org.
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact lwangl@worldbank.org. (33 pages) (35 pages)
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2833. School Choice, Student a larger share in their firm than they poor expenditure, such as poverty-tar-
Performinance, and Teacher would under a perfect risk diversification geted transfers, necessary to ensure in-
and School Characteristics: strategy. The authors predict that this come for the poor and vulnerable are ad-
The Chl!ean Case highershareofinsiderownership and he equ atel.y provded; and () fiscral risks,

resulting exposure of insiders to higher impinging on both expenditure and rev-
Emiliana Vegas idiosyncratic risk will result in enue, are managed through transition.
(April 2002) underinvestment and higher cost of The authors conclude that while the

capital. quantitative magnitude of the fiscal ad-
Vegas explores how schools change in re- Using firm-level data from 38 countries, justment was dramatic, the quality of this
sponse to increased competition generated the authors provide evidence in support adjustment has compromised the social
I_ __ _V__I- -_ _ _ 1:_ A _*__ _r sw_: -- __1- __ ---- - _1 _w __ __~ .E. _ ____: E_.__ _.__v_ _
uIy vuurixer progrums Qi uxWile. A uluqutC Ul ULeUwr ULMuFGcIU I IIUcI, snowing ulua, auu MUnIRIC UuJ w.u VCU 0L lruisibilulul par-

data set provides information on teacher the premium forbearing idiosyncratic risk ticularly in the Commonwealth of Inde-
demongranhiesu and labor markst eharae- variPes betwPPn zero aQnd saiy pere-nt and nmdent Rtf.tos (CITS) Thpv draw four
teristics, as well as teachers' perceptions decreases in the level of outside investor main conclusions:
of school management. When teacher data protection. * Investments in public services fell in
are matched with school-level data on stu- The results ofthe study imply that poli- both absolute and relative terms.
dent achievement using a national assess- cies aimed at strengthening investor pro- * Reduced spending on government
ment data set (SlMCE), some teacher and tection laws and their enforcement wil transfers contributed to a sharp imcrease
school characteristics affect student per- improve capital allocation and result in in income inequality in the CIS.
lu. rma1.c, Ub uag rea,C ucal Uo fuInerainVI 5r VW U4&. * I iA incr easleaodu duiu.ng thec

variance among sectors remains impor- This paper-a product of Finance, De- transition.
tant in predicting student outcomes. velopment Research Group-is part of a * Initial conditions allowed Central
Teacher education, decentralization of larger effort in the group to study corpo- European and Baltic countries to main-
decisionmaking authority, whether the rate governance and access to finance. tain higher expenditures, which may have
school schedule is strictly enforced, and Copies of the paper are available free from contributed to their faster economic recov-
the extent to which teachers have au- the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, ery and political support for the reforms.
tonomy in designing teaching pians and washington, DC 20433. Piease contact The authors argue that the challenge
implementing projects all appear to affect Kari Labrie, room MC3-456, telephone today for fiscal policy in these countries is
student.out-omes.in2te2-estingl4y, eadher 2A2j73-1001, fax 202-622-6155, email tofaitate te trnitionparticularl.yi
autonomy has positive effects on student address klabrie@worldbank.org. Policy reallocating resources from large state-
outcomes only when decisionmaking au- Research Working Papers are also posted owned enterprises to new small and me-
thority is decentralized. on the Web at http://econ.worldban_.org. dium-size firms, and providing priority

This paper-a product of Public Ser- The authors may be contacted at public services and targeted transfers to
vices, Development Research Group-is cphl5@columbia.edu or ilove@worldbank. assist those adversely affected by transi-
part of a larger effort in the group to un- org. (50 pages) tion and reverse the deterioration in so-
derstand tne role of incentives in educa- cial outcomes. 1ne interplay between ns-
tion. Copies of the paper are available free cal policies and institutional arrange-
from the world Bank, 1A1 RH Streeft NW 2835. A Deacada of Fis¢al ments is in rasnincrlv important as tran-
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact Transition sition economies embark on their second
Hedy Sladovich, mail stop MC3-3 1, tele- decade of reforms. In particular, incen-
phone 202-473-7698, fax 202-522-1154, Asad Alam and Mark Sundberg tives embedded in the institutional ar-
email address hsladovich@worldbank.org. (May 2002) rangements for fiscal management needs
Policy Research Working Papers are also to be strengthened so that policies, re-
posted on the Web at http://econ. Transition literature has emphasized sta- sources, and outcomes can be better
worldbn.og __1 ... .... e a utho mra beon- b i l z a _or ar:- .d _3tepfs rest-ucu,g ........ alg- --1 - -'- ---trertiwrLU UMAIiaug. IlLtC !UU6JUIT iltty JUC UUf ULo UUu 0LIU UiLLWiPI'MU itcSLLiW,LLIIII5. tLLArIcU, aIIU LU iiw..aL CuLLUJ iuii..III Lb conL-
tacted at evegas6worldbank.org. (38 Both cross-country analyses and country- sistent with qualitative considerations.
pages) snieifi studies have tended to fows on ThiR nanpr-a nroduet of thA Povertv

fiscal stabilization and its indicators, high- Reduction and Economic Management
lighting the importance of quantitative Sector Unit, Europe and Central Asia

2834. Investor Protection, fiscal adjustment to stabilization out- Region-is part of a larger effort in the
Ownership, and the Cost of Capital comes. Less attention has been paid to the region to understand economic transition

qualitative dimensions of fiscal adjust- in former centrally planned economies.
Charles P. Himmelberg, R. Glenn Hubbard, ment in transition. Copies of the paper are available free from
aLd inessaLve Yam anud SWIt L-rg Ile CLock of Ic Ie Vourld BChk, 18HSe .Q.I I.st c I V,

(April 2002) extent to which fiscal adjustment has oc- Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
curred during the first decade of transi- Alison Panton, room H4-156, telephone

Himmelberg, Hubbard, and Love combine tion in both qualitative and quantitative 202-458-5433, fax 202-522-2751, email
the agency theory of the firm with risk dimensions. They define quality as the address apanton@worldbank.org. Policy
diversification incentives for insiders. extent to which: (1) pro-growth expendi- Research Working Papers are also posted
Principal-agent problems between insid- ture essential for creating future economic on the Web at http-J/econ.worldbank.org.
ers and outsiders force insiders to retain and social assets are maintained; (2) pro- Tne authors may be contacted at
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aalam@worldbank.org or msundberg the paper are available free from the author may be contacted at ddollar
Oworldbank.org. (27 pages) 'world Bank, 1818 H Street NlW, Washing- Oworldbank.org. (33 pages)

ton, DC 20433. Please contact Emily
Khine, room MC3-301, telnephone 9fl9AT7q

2836. Ethnic Minority Development 7471, fax 202-522-3518, email address 2838. Economic Mobility
In Vietnam: A Socioeconomic kkhine@worldbank.org. Policy Research in Vietnam In the 1990s
Perspective Working Papers are also posted on the

Web at http.//econ.worldbank.org. Paul Glewwe and Phong Nguyen
Bob Baulch, Truong Thi Kim Chuyen, Jonathan Haughton may be contacted at (May 2002)
DominiqueHaughton, andJonathanHaughton jhaughto@beaconhill.org. (25 pages)
(Miay 2002) V ieUiLLIU' h LcoUUIUUU- grgwbh iii 'L ULt

1990s led to sharp reductions in poverty,
Raukllh Ghuyiven RaUghtMn And 2837. Reform. Growth- vet .vter the sInAe tine nerind inequality
Haughton examine the latest quantitative and Poverty In Vietnam increased. This increased inequality may
evidence on disparities in living standards be less worrisome if Vietnamese house-
between and among different ethnic David Dollar holds experience a high degree of income
groups in Vietnam. Using data from the (May 2002) mobility over time. This is because high
1998 Vietnam Livig Standards Survey mobility implies that the long-run distri-
and 1999 Census, they show that Kinh Vietnam grew rapidly in the 1990s, and bution of income is more equally distrib-
uu sa d xLUaJUX J ('MOsS&Ojo-ty). useVQi .3- U ^ _-B * -^0 MU., W4- U-- - Woort ec-{ ..4-- 4-U-- IU-VV&^ O 

substantially higher living standards than nomic institutions. Dollar seeks to explain some individuals or households are poor
"minority' households from Vietnam's this apparent anomaly. Between the in some years, while others are poor in
other 52 ethnic groups. Subdividing the 1980s and 1990s Vietnam carried out sig- other years.
population into five broad categories, the nificant economic reforms, notably stabi- Glewwe and Nguyen examine economic
authors find that while the Kinh, Hoa, lization, the introduction of positive real mobility in Vietnam using recent house-
Khmer, and Northern Highland minori- interest rates, trade liberalization, and hold survey panel data. The problem of
ties have benefited from economic growth initial property rignts reform in agricul- measurement error in the income vari-
in the 1990s, the growth of Central High- ture. Relating these changes to the empiri- able, which exaggerates the degree of eco-
land - :^o.isasa ..... .+....... TatdDsaggre- C^.1 .liea-41e,' 1uho;^-s'ha ....... ^o-^-c A--^.ob;t,isdt.y dresd
gating further, they find that the same Vietnam's growth acceleration is about Correcting for measurement error dra-
ethnic groups whose living standards have what would be predicted. Conditional con- matically changes the results. At least one
risen fastest are those that have the high- vergence also suggests that the country's half of measured mobility is because of
est school enrollment rates, are most high growth rate will decelerate unless measurement error.
likely to intermarry with Kinh partners, further reforms are taken. This paper-a product ofMacroeconom-
and are the least likely to practice a reli- Dollar then looks at the level of institu- ics and Growth, Development Research
gion. Tne authors tnen estimate and de- tional and policy development in Vietnam Group-is part of a iarger effort in tne
compose a set of expenditure regressions compared with other emerging market group to study household welfare and

,h.mch shmzw that anan if minority hos-me- eonomies w. hie Viatnavn'c nnhiniac have nnuertr+ rerl,itinn in Viaefnam. Gonnie nf
holds had the same endowments as Kinh improved, they did so starting from a very the paper are available free from the
households, this would close no more than low base. So, it can be simultaneously true World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing-
a third of the gap in per capita expendi- that Vietnam's policies have improved a ton, DC 20433. Please contact Emily
tures. While some ethnic minorities seem lot and yet are rather poor in comparative Khine, room MC3-347, telephone 202-473-
to be doing well with a strategy of assimi- perspective. A comparison of govemance 7471, fax 202-522-3518, email address
lating (both culturally and economically) indicators, financial sector issues, and the kkhine@worldbank.org. Policy Research
with tne Kinh-Hoa majority, ovher groups infrastructure ofinternational integration Working Papers are also posted on the
are attempting to integrate economically reveals serious institutional weaknesses Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. Paul
w,hile retairn..g distin:.t --ltal idnti- inVietnam thatneedtihe aArecedaif a Glewe may- be cntacted at nfleae

ties. A third group comprising the Central high growth rate is to be sustained. @dept.agecon.urn.edu. (26 pages)
Highland minorities, including the This paper-a product ofMacroeconom-
Hmong, is largely being left behind by the ics and Growth, Development Research
growth process. Group-is part of a larger effort in the 2839. Marketing Externalities

Such diversity in the socioeconomic group to study household welfare and and Market Development
development experiences of the different poverty reduction in Vietnam. Copies of
ethnic minorities indicates the need for the paper are available free from the M. Shane Emran and Fornad Shilpi
similar diversity in the policy interven- World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washing- (May 2002)
tio,n that areade sig-ned to aSist them. ton, nC¶ 9.n043. PleaAe cnntact. F.milv

This paper-a product ofMacroeconom- Khine, room MC3-301, telephone 202-473- Emran and Shilpi use survey data from
ics and Growth. Development Research -7471, fax 202-522-3518, email address Bangladesh to present empirical evidence
Group-is part of a larger effort in the kkhine@worldbank.org. Policy Research on externalities at household level sales
group to study household welfare and Working Papers are also posted on the decisions resulting from increasing re-
poverty reduction in Vietnam. Copies of Web at http.//econ.worldbank.org. The turns to marketing. The increasing re-
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turns that arise from thick market effects and health is relatively low, and the state org, or dvittas@worldbank.org. (30
and fixed costs imply that a trader is abie of governance is often poor. pages)
to offer higher prices to producers if the This paper-a product of Public Ser-
marketed i--..s bs ighefr, in V nllan. ymca flova-!op nmt PAucrrnh Gr-rno p-^

The semi-parametric estimates identify part of a larger effort in the group to bet- 2842. Financial Sector
highly nonlinear own and cross commod- ter understand issues relating to effective Inefficiencies and the Debt
ity externality effects in the sale of farm service delivery. Copies of the paper are Laffer Curve
households. The vegetable markets in vil- available free from the World Bank, 1818
lages with low marketable surplus seem H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. Pierre-Richard Agenor and Joshua Aizenman
to be trapped in segmented local market Please contact Hedy Sladovich, room (May 2002)
equiliorium. lmne analysis points to the IMC3o-3;;±, Iele-p,uue 207-'7v-9, Ida

coordination failure in farm sale decisions 202-522-1154, email address hsladovich Agdnor and Aizenman analyze the impli-
as a plausible explanat4 :on for the lacnek aworldbanknorg. Poliiv Rpeearrh Work- cAatin sofinefficientfinancialintermedia-
of development of rural markets even ing Papers are also posted on the Web at tion for debt management using a model
after market liberalization policies are http-//econ.worldbank.org. Vinaya in which firms rely on bank credit to fi-
implemented. Swaroop may be contacted at vswaroop nance their working capital needs and

This paper-a product of Rural Devel- @worldbank.org. (28 pages) lenders face high state verification and
opment, Development Research Group- enforcement costs of loan contracts. Tneir
is part of a larger effort in the group to analysis shows that lower expected pro-

Ur ---- …-3C - ------ ,J 20A1 A,nrj..a -.4.-.4 hibe ccntact., enf6,rnement
uutI-nbu Ui pU vUHj 9mfl.k at.r_* L VI u w la UU....a.G. t*tt*, fl 5 *t*^A

rural markets. Copies of the paper are In Countrles with a Small and verification costs, or higher volatility
nvnilshlp fre fronm the Wnrld Bank; 1818 Financlal Sector of productivity shocks may shift the
H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. economy to the wrong side of the debt
Please contact Forhad Shilpi, room MC3- Gregolio Impavido, Alberto R. Musalem, Laffer curve, with potentially sizable out-
536, telephone 202-458-7476, fax 202-522- and Dimitri Vittas put and welfare losses. The main impli-
1151, email address fshilpi@worldbank. (May 2002) cation of this analysis is that debt relief
org. Policy Research Working Papers are may generaTe jitie wellare gains UnleUss
also posted on the Web at http:l/econ. Countries with small financial systems it is accompanied by reforms aimed at
worldbank.org. S.; h Emran may be con= are generally small economiJes *,4fh a re- reducing fnancial secter ineffiriencies.
tacted at emran@stanford.edu. (31 duced dimension ofinstitutional relation- This paper-a product ofthe Economic
nages) ships, a greater concentration of wealth, Policy and Poverty Reduction Division,

and a relatively less independent civil World Bank Institute-is part of a larger
service. These characteristics facilitate effort in the institute to understand the

2840. Public Spending and concentration offunctions and, more gen- macroeconomic effects of financial sector
Outcomes: Does Governance erally, weak governance. Only small inefficiencies. Copies of the paper are
Matter? economies with a relatively high level of available free from the WV'torld Bank, 1818

per capita income, minimum core ofsound H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
A .-A. C.-.' an AU1- ,A-- banks anid in aroanc Pnmnpania P!ease e-ont- et. Maria Goasiennfiao, room

Swaroop sound and credible macroeconomic poli- J4-282, telephone 202-473-3363, fax 202-
(May 2002) cies, and open capital accounts can ben- 676-9810, email address mgosiengfiao

efit from the development of contractual @worldbank.org. Policy Research Work-
Raikumar and Swaroop examine the role savings. This can increase the options to ing Papers are also posted on the Web at
of governance-measured by level of cor- obtain sound coverage against contingen- http://econ.worldbankorg. Pierre-Richard
ruption and quality of bureaucracy-and cies, increase the supply of long term sav- Agenor may be contacted at pagenor
askhowit affects the relatianshipbetween iugs, promote financial deepening, and .worldbank.org. (23 pages)
public spending and outcomes. Their main improve financial risk management.
0 l,al,f.n , i8 to seeif A#ren.c.c in, e.ffl- This nanper-a nrodi1rt of the Finanenal

cacy of public spending can be explained SectorDevelopment Department-is part 2843. A Practical Guide to
by auality ofgovernance.The authors find of a larger effort in the department to Managing Systemic Financial
that public health spending lowers child study the effects ofcontractual savings on Crises: A Review of Approaches
and infant mortality rates in countries financial markets. Copies ofthe paper are Taken In Indonesla, the Republic
with good governance. The results also available tree trom the World Bank, 1818 OT Korea, and I naiiand
indicate that as countries improve their H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
governance, public spenuing on primary Piueas UUctact Patricia BraLton, room David-Scotw
education becomes effective in increasing MC9-704, telephone 202-473-2720, fax (May 2002)

aA,,Pc"nn ttnminment these 202-522-7105. email address .braxton
findings have important implications for @worldbank.org. Policy Research Work- Scott examines experiences in Indonesia,
enhancing the development effectiveness ing Papers are also posted on the Web the Republic of Korea, and Thailand in
of public spending. The lessons are par- at http://econ.worldbank.org. The confronting systemic financial crises dur-
ticularly relevant for developing coun- authors may be contacted at gimpavido ingthe 1990s. He draws on the knowledge
tries, where public spending on education @worldbank.org, amusalem@worldbank. and experience of World Bank staff wno
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managed the Bank's financial and 2844. Money Demand in are distributed across space. Applying a
technical assistance to those countries. In 'Venezueia: Multiple Cycie nonparametric von hnunen modei to
reviewing the principal actions taken by Extraction In a Cointegration Nepalese data, the authors uncover a
41-h goverrUnts to resol Iv4e .the O, th C Frameorkr1f -stro sat-a.-ldivisio onflabr. Nonfa.m.

author describes key challenges that employment is concentrated in and
governments face in tackling crises, Mario A. Cuevas around cities, while agricultural wage
defines basic guidelines and principles for (May 2002) employment dominates viUages located
responding to those chaUenges, and further away. Vegetables are produced
proposes steps to improve the ability of Money demand in Venezuela is modeled near urban centers. Paddy and commer-
governments to deal with crises when they using structural time series and error cor- cial crops are more important at interme-
do occur, as weli as to mitigate the risk of rection approaches, for tne period i993. i diate distances. isolated villages revert tO
crises in the first place. Scott addresses to 2001.4. The preferred model features self-subsistence. The findings ofthe study
mafters such ass the provision of_liquidiy aonA. co l nrr..o4,nr and x,va noiwmated are c o nsisten = ,.h the v onr. '-nen mode!
institutional arrangements for crisis reso- following a structural time series ap- of concentric specialization, corrected to
lution. use of public funds, diagnosis of proach. There are similarities in the long- account for city size. Spatial division of
problems, resolution, recapitalization, run behavior ofmoney demand associated labor is closely related to factor endow-
restructuring of banks, privatization of with the structural time series and error ments and household characteristics, es-
banks, restructuring of troubled debt, correction approaches. Estimated short- pecially at the local level.
and use of asset management companies. run dynamics are more fragile, with the This paper-a product of Rural Devel-
He goes on to develop the conceptual structuralume seiesmodelgapproach opment, Developmlent Research Gro-up-
underpinnings for two fundamental providing richer insights into the adjust- is part of a larger effort in the group to
tmprovements incrrisCi C maniagement np fir_ ment Anflmnrnir%% nfmnnn APmgnn A ,velP inelo ratAnd th iTmnnrt.nrP of qns;tiq1 fiar-

tices, one to develop an explicit, compre- with a three-year period has been found tors in rural development. Copies of the
hensive crisis resolution strategy, and the to be common to money demand, real paper are available free from the World
second to link the provision of support to GDP, and opportunity cost variables. This Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC
banks explicitly to the actual outcomes of cycle is robust to changes in model speci- 20433. Please contact Forhad Shilpi, room
troubled debt restructuring. A common fication, including choice of opportunity MC3-536, telephone 202-468-7476, fax
theme in both is to maximize the impact cost variables. Higherfrequency cycles are 202-522-1151, email address fshilpi
or puboc fLunds useU Li risis resolu-uon. iso fuiuu to exist, bLa I iutC armr senuitive -WoUIXLULbU. . Polic..Y Iese arch vTv'u

Finally the author identifies steps that to model specification. Results are also ing Papers are also posted on the Web at
governments cian take tn mitigate the nresented for a onmbined apprnach that http:/!econ.worldbank.org. The authors
risk of crisis and be better prepared to takes advantage of error correction mod- may be contacted at marcel.fafchamps
deal with shocks should they occur, includ- els, as well as insights into short-run dy- 6economics.ox.ac.uk or fshilpi
ing the use of contingency planning in namics afforded by the structural time @worldbank.org. (62 pages)
the context of liquidity management and series modeling approach.
intervention in weak banks. This paper-a product of the Colombia,

This paper-a product of the Financial Mexico, and Venezuela Country Manage- 2846. Is India's Economic Growth
Setubr GsAro-,_p, East na and I UWiiU mCL TT' T -dAi nan,e,u.n ant . n-.n .a- v .gtePoor.Beh.nd..

Region-is part of a larger effort in the bean Region-is part of a larger effort in
roann to diiaseminateA lessons learned the region to encourage research on mac- Gaurav Datt and Martin Ravallion

during the Asian crises. Copies of the roeconomic issues. Copies ofthe paper are (May 2002)
paper are available free from the World available free from the World Bank, 1818
Bank, 1S18HStreetNW, Washington, DC H Street NW, Washington, DC 20433. There has been much debate about how
20433. Please contact Lynn Yeargin, room Please contact Michael Geller, room I4- much India's poor have shared in the eco-
MC8-158, telephone 202-458-1553, fax 406, telephone 202468-616, fax 202-676- nomic growth unieashed by economic re-
202-522-3094, email address lyeargin 0720, email address mgeller@worldbank. forms in the 1990s. Datt and Ravallion

~~~I ----- 1- _1_7-I --- ID_1!:_-.D__ T__1 -- -- D1 A.D__a _1_D_. U_;T--i:-_ A - -; Ai
'WWUrlUVaI.K..rUg. rHUicy Il.esLeo.rw vvU n- UI ;. v ULl;,y AwbactU LI TV UI Zt.Il1A -Ii a VI 0.L -UV -.lU tU4Q 41. F. UU.HU,3Y

ing Papers are also posted on the Web at also posted on the Web at http-// its 1980s rate of poverty reduction in the
http:F//econ.wnrldhank no'w The autihor econ.wnrldbankorg. The author mayvbe 1990s However, there is considerable di-
may be contacted at dscott@worldbank. contacted at mcuevas@worldbank.org. (60 versity in performance across states. This
org. (96 pages) pages) holds some important clues for under-

standing why economic growth has not
done more for India's poor.

2845. The Spatial Division of Labor India!s economic growth in the 1990s
In Nepal has not been occurring in the states where

it vILAL ,.d ave '"he mosbt impac.. St onS pve yi

Marcel Fafchamps and Forhad Shilpi nationally. If not for the sectoral and geo-
(May 2002') graphic imbalance of growth, the national

rate of growth would have generated a
Fafchamps and Shilpi examine how eco- rate of poverty reduction that was double
nomic activity and market participation India's historical trend rate. States with
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relatively low levels of initial rural devel- burden of age dependency. There are some sive administrative costs on entry tend to
opment and human capital development variaiions at the regionai ievei, nowever, be equally intrusive in firm operations,
were not well-suited to reduce poverty in shown by the difference in the scope of thereby weakening the argument that
response to economic growth. significance ofthese determinants. .whle hoir4r:e tn o*rva ansbtitute for the

The study's results are consistent with the ratio of age dependency remains the government's unwillingness or inability to
the view that achieving higher aggregate most significant determinant of rural pov- regulate enterprise operations. The level
economic growth is only one element of an erty, its explanatory power decreases con- of administrative costs is positively corre-
effective strategy for poverty reduction in siderably in urban areas where its mar- lated with corruption incidence and exhib-
India. The sectoral and geographic com- ginal effect on the probability ofbeing poor its a negative correlation with the quality
position of growth is also important, as is is relatively low over the two reference of governance, degree of openness, and
uiL IRMU. w r ur:u eXlUliIg lInequlunuIeS perlu:s, ut:1i5up 1,1I; sIgiuIlCll;tl 01 L pt: ,UUUU; wdget. Lnnest: urrsUALlullju Suggesul
in human resource development and be- probit coefficient and the relatively low that administrative reforms need to be
tween rlral ^nd lrban area easmntntic standard Pr.r- ncornoretAd into the broader agenda for

This paper-a product of the Poverty This paper-a product ofMacroeconom- reforms such as trade and financial liber-
Team, Development Research Group-is ics 3, Africa Technical Families-is part alization, the fight against corruption, and
part of a larger effort in the department of a larger effort in the region to better public sector administration.
to better understand the relationship be- understand the determinants of growth This paper-a product of the Foreign
tween economic growth and poverty. Cop- and poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa. Cop- Investment Advisory Service-is part of
ies ofthe paper are available free from the ies ofthe paper are available free from the a larger effort to study the role of admin-

UT.1,J,......101QX013 ..,.J.nT T XXT.., lT 1.10__U l0ioiT04.__4XTm7 1[X__._._.. --- .. J.lU. 1 4 --:vu 81 e.n.uWas^ng- £U.Lh t1- 818 etx ,n,r, WVashing- TV,tative TYCIALm LCULICIO "I'D uv.L V.* ... e

ton, DC 20433. Please contact Catalina ton, DC 20433. Please contact Paula sion of private firms. Copies of the paper
Cunanan, room MC3-542. telephone 202- White. room J7-270. telephone 202-458- are available free from the World Bank.
473-2301, fax 202-522-1151, email ad- 1131, fax 202-473-8466, email address 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC
dress ccunananlworldbank.org. Policy pwhite2Oworldbank.org. Policy Research 20433. Please contact Monte Feghali,
Research Working Papers are also posted Working Papers are also posted on the room I9-110, telephone 202-473-6177, fax
on the Web at http://econ.worldbank.org. Web at http:/econ.worldbank.org. The 202-522-3262, email address mfeghali
Tne authors may be contacted at gdatt author may be contacted at hfofack wifc.org. Policy Research worKingPapers
@worldbank.org or mravallion @worldbank.org. (26 pages) are also posted on the Web at http://
0wvo.rldbhank.org. (290n pages) enonr1Ahonlr nro '.1,0enfho nay be

contacted at jmorisset@ifc.org or
2848. Administrative Barriers to lumenganesolhec.unige.ch. (21 pages)

2847. The Nature and Dynamics of Forelgn Investment In Developing
Poverty Determinants In Burkina Countries
Faso in the 1990s 2849. Pooling, Savings, and

Jacques Morisset and Olivier Lumenga Neso Prevention Mitigating the Risk
Hippolyte Fofack (May 2002) of VId Age Poverty iln C"Iile
(May 2002)

Reeent internatinnal epner-ienee hAS Prrmn Gl Ps,lcar.i
Fofack investigates the determinants and shown that excessively complex adminis- (May 2002)
dynamics of poverty during the five-year trative procedures required to establish
growth period that followed the 1994 CFA and operate a business discourage inflows Using data collected in a survey on risk
franc devaluation in Burkina Faso. Re- of foreign direct investment. Morisset and and social insurance in Chile, Packard
sults show that the nature and dynamics Lumenga Neso present a new database on finds that workers who entered the labor
of poverty determinants are influenced by the administrative costs faced by private market after the pension reform of 1981
UlS5 _B 1 l I I U 1 1U1l-_ 1iU5Ui00.E un. mvI.oL .JS. UVV5_I9U1 UUL1 155 UlS 15V51515 .UllUUU5l5I31.13

the post-devaluation growth period did not database is much more comprehensive those who contributed to the previous so-
sionificantly alter the pattern of nnvertv than the existing sources; as it contains cial security system. Purther- the expec-
determinants. The most significant deter- not only information on general entry pro- tation of care from children and the
minants of poverty over the growth period cedures, such as business and tax regis- amount spent on their education signifi-
include the burden of age dependency, tration, but also captures regulation on cantly lowers the likelihood of contribu-
human and physical assets, household land access, site development, import pro- tion to the pension system. Workers who
amenities, and spatial location. Ttough cedures, and inspections. hne data inciude have met the contributory requirements
consistently significant at the national measures on the number of procedures, to qualify for the minimum pension guar-

level,te A- - -4i o-oflaL4liJl 4Ct.e C.. . mn.t.....a.LJ beAJcosts, andty he.... antd e li . ai=
these determinants and welfare depends The cost of administrative procedures cantly less likely to continue making con-
on their nature. While the burden of age vary significantly across countries. The tributions. The likelihood ofcontributions
dependency is consistently negatively as- most important barriers appear to be the beyond the eligibility threshold being low-
sociated with welfare, asset ownership is delays associated with securing land ac- ered further, the greater the market rental
positively associated. The probability of cess and obtaining building permits, value of respondents' homes. Further-
being poor declines with increasing share which in several countries take more than more, individuals with a greater tolerance
of household assets and increases with the two years. Countries that impose exces- for risk contribute, suggesting that there
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are retirement security investments in architecture of a banking system. the Web at httpl/econ.worldbank.org. The
Chile that are perceived as reiatively less Tnis paper-a product of the Private author may be contacted at bhoekman
risky than saving in the reformed pension and Financial Sector Development Unit, @worldbank.org. (33 pages)
s~ystemI. ne resI CCUA z.Iss.dv SflO th vat ousin A.J * 'S ope ar. .nrnlAsa PCeI.o.-isJpo

could be one such investment. of a larger effort in the region to dissemi-
This paper-a product of the Human nate the results of research on transition 2852. Regional Agreements and

Development Sector Unit, Latin America issues. Copies of the paper are available Trade in Services: Policy Issues
and the Caribbean Region-is part of a free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
regional study on social security reform. NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con- Aaditya Mattoo and Carsten Fink
Copies ofthe paper are available free from tact Sylvia Torres, room H6-216, tele- (June 2002)
the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW, pnune 2V02-470-901, LaX 202-522-0005,

Washington, DC 20433. Please contact email address storres@worldbank.org. Every major regional trade agreement
Trumuan Packard, room I?-151, telepho.ne Pnli,u Rpparrh Wnorlring Papers are also now has a AArvices dimensionn Is trade in
202-547-5841, fax 202-614-0832, email posted on the Web at httpl/econ. services so different that there is need to
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